
General: movement of vehicles at various 

construction work site is an important and 

essential activity. At work site large number 

of men and machinery are deployed by the 

contractor. It is therefore essential that 

adequate safety measures are taken for 

safety of train, vehicle as well as work force 

and machinery. 
 

Hazards:  Normally hazards are: 

 Be hit by the vehicle 

 Run over by the vehicle 

 Fall from the vehicle 

 Over turn the vehicle 

 Vehicle falls in the excavation pit or 

open area. 
 

Causes of accidents: Mainly accidents are 

caused by the following:- 

 Bad Driving habit 

 Carelessness or Ignorance 

 Poor maintenance of Vehicles. 

 Improper route for vehicle movement 

 Over Loading or Bad loading 

 Improper Roadway and uneven ground 

debris 

 Inadequate warning/barricading etc. 
 

सरुक्षा सावधानियााँ Safety Precautions:  
 

The precautions taken to avoid and 

minimize the accidents should be as 

follows: 

Supervision: 
 

 Contractor should not start any work 

without the presence of railway 

supervisor at work site. 

 It is ensured that there is no 

infringement to the railway schedule of 

dimensions. 

 Area should be marked for vehicle and 

machinery and contractor should be 

acknowledged. 

 The supervisor and workmen should 

be counseled about safety measures. 

 The lookout and whistle caution orders 

shall be issued to the trains and speed 

restrictions imposed where considered 

necessary. Suitable flag-man/ 

detonators shall be provided where 

necessary for the protection of Trains. 

 Supervisor must have a competency 

certificate which is issued by AEN for 

the work. 

 There shall be an assurance register 

kept at each site which will have to be 

signed by both i.e. Railway and 

Contractor supervisor as a token of 

their having understood the safety 

precautions to be observed at site.  
 

Driving:  
 

 Each driver should have a valid 

national driving license issued by 

competent authority. 

 Driver should have experience to drive 

such vehicle. 

 Driver should be physically fit to drive 

vehicle. 

 Normally site condition is congested and 

route is not properly plain, so it is 

necessary that the driver should have the 

training on driving on steep slopes. 

 Driver should not have any toxic or 

alcoholic content during driving. 

 Driver should drive only that vehicle for 

which he is fit. 

 Vehicle and the driver are compatible to 

each other. 

 Vehicle should be ergonomically suitable 

for the driver. 

 Driver should have good visibility at site. 

 Driver should not be forced 

unnecessarily to work under pressure to 

complete the task. 
 

Carelessness or Ignorance:  
 

 Driver should have all the care during 

reversing of his vehicle because most of 

the accident is caused by blind reversing. 

 Always take help from another person in 

case of reversing. If another person is 

not available, driver should have ensured 

by walking around the vehicle that there 

is no one has to behind the vehicle then 

he reverse the vehicle. 

कायय के्षत्र में वाहिों के आवागमि हेत ु

सरुक्षा सावधानियााँ 
Safety precautions in vehicle 

movement at work site 

 When reversing 

continuous sound 

beep should be given 

for warning of near 

by workers/ people 

etc. 



  

 

 In sloppy ground the wheels should 

also be chocked by heavy blocks. 

  

 

 Debris should not be provided in the 

route or near the route of vehicle. 

 Suitable speed restriction should be 

imposed on routes. 

{Place in front of trailor’s rear tires, wheel 

chocks are designed to block the trailer 

from moving forward.} 

 

 Tipping bodies of vehicle should be 

lowered when the machine is 

unattended. 

 If it is necessary due to any reason the  

tipping bodies in raised position,  

should be blocked to prevent their fall. 

 Where possible one way system 

should be used. 

 Route should be wide enough for safe 

movement of vehicle as well as for 

longest vehicle. 

 Route should avoid sharp curves and 

steep slopes. 

 Pedestrian should not be permitted on 

vehicle routes. 

 No vehicle should park in the route. 

Parking should be separate away from 

the route. 

 If any power-line is available driver 

should ensure that any part of vehicle 

should not be in contact of power-line .  

 Unauthorized passenger should not be 

permitted in the vehicle. 

 Driver/Cleaner should have bore safety 

boots or shoes. 

 Vehicle should not go too near the 

excavation site. Suitable stop blocks 

should be provided to avoid falling in 

the excavated pit. 

 Mobile phone should not be used during 

driving of any vehicle at site. 
 

Poor maintenance of Vehicles. 
 

 Driver should have a daily check for 

water, oil fuel, light, air pressure for tyre 

and breaks. 

 Driver should have a check for filter, 

battery etc. periodically. 

 Periodic service of the vehicle should 

be carried out as per manufacturer 

instructions. 

 Unfit vehicle should not be used and 

inform immediately to supervisor in-

charge for the repairing. 

 Written record of maintenance for every 

vehicle should be maintained at site. 
 

Improper route for vehicle movement 
 

 Route should be leveled, marked and 

planned in such a way as to avoid 

hazard. 

 Un attended 

vehicle should 

have the engine 

switched off and 

hand brake is on. 



हमारा उद्देश्य /OUR OBJECTIVE 
To upgrade maintenance technologies and 
methodologies and achieve improvements 

in productivity and performance of all 
railway assets and manpower which inter 
alia would cover reliability, availability for 

use, utilisation and efficiency.  

 Insecure loading/ unloading may tilt or 

fall off the vehicle during travel or may 

be creating a danger situation to the 

vehicle and workers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Improper Roadway and uneven ground 

debris 

 Debris should not be provided in the 

route or near the route. 

 Proper lighting arrangement should be 

provided in the route for vehicle. 

 Traffic route should be safe for both 

vehicle and pedestrians at the site. 

 Route should be free from obstruction, 

grease or other slippery substances. 

 If required, reflectors should be used 

in sharp curves for the help of driver.  

  

Over Loading or Bad Loading 

 Vehicle should loaded within the 

capacity of vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 Load should be evenly distributed and 

properly secured. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(Steel loaded correctly. Chain lashings are 

very effective in restraining and not damaged 

by sharp like webbing lashings.) 

 

 Load should not project beyond the 

plan area of the vehicle. If projection is 

unavoidable, it should be clearly 

shown by flag attachment. 

 Uneven loading can cause a loss of 

control when cornering or breaking. 

 Debris should be provided away from 

the route of vehicle in such a way that it 

should not obstruct and create 

unnecessary situation to the driver. 
 

Inadequate warning /barricading etc. 
 

 Necessary warning board or barricades 

should be provided to avoid any 

accident.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Barricades should be normally of goal 

post type for prevention against over 

head power line. 

 Adequate warning board should be 

displayed for the help of driver and 

workers. 



DISCLAIMER 

The information contained in this pamphlet 

does not supersede any existing provisions laid 

down in RDSO & Railway Board instructions. 

This document is not statutory & instructions 

given in it are for the purpose of guidance only.  
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